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About This Game

Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop extends Alien Swarm, bringing more of everything: maps, aliens, game modes, guns... And most
importantly Steam Workshop support.

Tactical co-op for up to 8 players with a top-down perspective

Steam Workshop support for community maps and challenges

New co-operative campaigns

Challenges: Modifications of the game, just like Mutations in Left 4 Dead 2

PvP: Deathmatch, Gun Game, Instagib, and Team Deathmatch

Singleplayer: Play with improved bots on all our official maps

New Aliens: HL2 antlion guards and more
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New Weapons: Desert Eagle, Devastator, and Combat Rifle, with more to come

Over 100 Steam achievements

Leaderboards: compete with your friends for the fastest mission completion

Improved spectating: see hacking minigames and mouse movements in real time
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Title: Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
Reactive Drop Team
Publisher:
Reactive Drop Team
Release Date: 20 Apr, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP or above

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 compatible video card with 128 MB, Shader model 2.0. ATI X800, NVidia 6600 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romania
n,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Turkish,Ukrainian,Vi
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Translating Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop:

We've added all languages to the game's properties window. You can now select game's language using Properties window.
However, as with other Source Engine games, this only affects audio and subtitles. Game's interface uses the same language as
Steam's interface is in.

If you would like to help to translate Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop please follow this link[bitbucket.org]. All instructions are
provided there.. Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop Update - March 23, 2018:
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This update brings bug fixes and a new VScript function for use in add-ons.

Changelog. Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop Update - November 10, 2018:

An update to Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop has been released. The update will be applied automatically when you restart Steam.
The major changes include:

Added Vietnamese translation for game UI by Nguyễn Tuấn Long
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Added ability for each map to have its own background image for the loading screen.

Fixed white screen crash

Added new ConVars, VScript function, bug fixes

Changelog. Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop Source Code is Now Available!:
We are happy to announce that today we are releasing the source code for Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop!

Having access to the source code you can:

Add new weapons, NPCs, fix bugs and generally add new features to the game and submit them as pull requests

Create mods. Both server side and client side mods. Or fully standalone mods

Download it from Bitbucket[bitbucket.org]. Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop Update - May 19, 2019:

An update for Alien Swarm: Reactive Drop has been released. The update will be applied automatically when you restart Steam.
The major changes include:

Added Bonus Mission 7, which is the original undivided Area9800 Power Plant mission(thanks to jhheight )

Cheat cvars and commands will no longer work in single player mode

Grenade Launcher's grenade will now correctly collide with doors

Player's status in Steam Friends window will now be shown correctly if player is playing on a dedicated server which has
lobbies disabled

Dedicated servers will not(by default) check for workshop updates on mission restart(this can be controlled by a cvar)
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Improved pathing in Sewer Junction. Aliens couldn't follow marines in a few places, hordes failed spawn because of this
too.

Changelog
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